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We're excited to tell you that, following the success of our first

two Little Free Libraries in Catalpa and Ruiz playlots in Archer

Heights...we will be installing FOUR MORE by summer's end. A

special thanks to Green Spaces group lead, Rolando Favela, for

his dedication to getting these installed across the Midway area.

On our hit list for Sept/Oct will be Strohacker in West Elsdon,

Senka in Gage Park, Kelly in Brighton Park and Pasteur in West

Lawn. Senka/Strohacker are generously sponsored by

Razpachos on 55th & Pulaski, while Pasteur is sponsored by

LizneyLand Learning Center at 60th & Pulaski. We would like to

extend our thanks to Manuel and Nicole for stepping up and

placing these wonderful resources in their communities, and to

N2N Literacy Project for their partnership.

The book boxes have proven to be incredibly helpful with our

COVID outreach as well, as we are able to place free face

masks, health and safety information and other important things

in the boxes to help us get connected to folks who might be in

need. Plus, with the playgrounds closed, we've been live

streaming in-person, bilingual storytimes with local authors, so we

can still enjoy our parks and comply with the new guidelines.

We strongly encourage local businesses to sponsor these boxes,

and for neighborhood volunteers to help us keep them in working

order and stocked with books and other fun stuff.

We're still fighting the good fight on the Miami Bowl lot; however,

because it is privately owned, it will be difficult to convert the

space without the owner's permission.

SWC is collaborating with Curie and the MCA's SPACE program

to provide feasible, community friendly options to the owner of

this vast and vacant lot, and we're seeking input from folks who

live and work in the area. 

Please fill out our informal survey here:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfH7SciISktefu

Z1dhFIQ34jRdlv4Fn5R3FH1i1ANT_Ox7eWQ/viewform
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More on Curie
Park

Census 2020 + Voter Registration Drive: Let's Go!

Vol. 5

We are still working diligently behind the scenes to get some

improvements made to Curie Park. If you haven't yet signed

our petition, please do so, and share it with your network

of friends and neighbors. It can be found at

mailchi.mp/swcollective/curiepark

Unfortunately, the hold up is the 14th ward office, which has yet

to return our calls—or those of Curie administration—and so we

are kind of stuck. We think that, if we can gain 1,000 petition

signatures, it might get the attention of the folks at the ward

office.

Meanwhile, the park continues to deteriorate, so we are hoping

someone reading this can put us in touch with a rep from Ward

14. Please reach out to info@swcollective.org to set it up. 

You can assess the condition for yourself in this video that

Curie students recently put together and shared with us:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nMPaUZ_bTT4

We're excited to announce a partnership with YWCA for the

remainder of summer! We'll be assisting with census completion

at our food drives, at our Freebies events, and everywhere in

between.

We're sure you keep hearing "be counted" and here's what that

means: after decades of disinvestment in our communities at

city, state and federal levels, the census allows us to shine a

giant spotlight on the Midway area and basically say, "INVEST

HERE!" That means better roads, schools, hospitals, community

amenities like recreation centers and dog parks...you name it.

We are BEGGING you to please fill out your Census; it takes 10

minutes and is confidential - your information will not expose

your immigration status, so rest assured that you are safe.

Go here to fill it out: my2020census.gov

In addition, we will be rolling out voter registration ahead of the

2020 election. If you have people in your home who will be 18

by November, send them to an SWC meeting to get registered!
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The COVID-19 pandemic has affected many families in our

neighborhoods. Over the past 4 months many have lost their

sources of income and have faced many hardships. We know

many of these families rely on our Freebies for Families event at

Zoe’s Patio throughout the year and it was very difficult for us

to make the decision to postpone it. We have received numerous

messages asking when our next event will be held. We had

hoped to start our event again in July. However, after further

discussion and taking into consideration the recent increase in

COVID-19 cases, we decided it would be safer to postpone our

July event. 

However, we are actively working to help out our families and

neighbors during these difficult times. Our Freebies team of

volunteers coordinated a Virtual Freebies event and collected

donations from our wonderful neighbors. Our volunteers have

been busy picking up and sorting the donated items to meet the

requests that we received from families in need. Since April we

have provided children’s clothing, diapers, formula, car seats

and other baby items to over 80 families! We also put together

and delivered special boxes of select baby items including

handmade baby blankets to expecting moms. These were all

handed out via contactless pick up or deliveries. 

We hope to see everyone in August at Zoe's, and we'll keep you

updated on our Facebook page with the latest developments.

Freebies for
Families

On Easter Sunday, Hilco chose to demolish an old smokestack at

the Crawford Plant, and controversy was kicked up along with an

obnoxious cloud of dust across Little Village. With the COVID

cases still on the rise at that time, many concerns were raised

regarding air quality and the potential for this demo to trigger

chronic respiratory issues. 

Our Green Spaces group lead, Rolando Favela, along with

Michelle Valdez, began analyzing data from Purple Air monitors

provided by LVEJO to understand the effects. It was then that we

realized, actually, the demo only slightly elevated risk and air

quality is, on average, much worse on the south side of the

Stevenson. We shared an in-depth report on air quality with 22nd

ward alderman Mike Rodriguez, in order to put some fears to rest.

"Exchange 55" AKA
Hilco
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After the murder of George Floyd earlier this summer, the tense

discussions about police brutality morphed into action, with

uprisings across the nation and our own city. 

We were heartened to have taken part in our own peaceful

demonstration, right here on the southwest side, in order to show

solidarity with our Black brothers and sisters as they mourn and

press for progress.

On Friday, June 5, we marched from West Lawn to Marquette

Park, with signs, banners and flags held high, to let our neighbors

know that Black Lives Matter.

Our march ended at the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. memorial,

where we heard from several young people about the racism

they'd encountered in the community, at their schools, and even,

in some cases, in their own homes. They told us about the

violence that ripped away their friends and family, and WE

LISTENED. We feel, as an organization, that it is critical to stop

the cycles of racism and violence by providing community outlets

for peaceful discussion and education.

The Collective would like to thank VP Enrique Mendoza for

organizing this event, and starting an important conversation

right here in our own communities.

Also on the heels of the uprisings earlier this summer, SWC

partnered with First Defense Legal Aid (FDLA) to provide a

comprehensive Know Your Rights virtual training session. 

According to the Chicago Police Department, for 2018 only 1.7%

of arrestees are getting a lawyer at any police station. For

juveniles, approximately only 0.2%. Our goal was to ensure that

young people of color understood what rights they can reserve

during police interactions and what "magic phrases" to use to

protect themselves.

First Defense Legal Aid (FDLA) is a non-profit organization

dedicated to protecting people’s rights when in contact with

police. FDLA provides free legal representation to individuals

while arrested or detained by the police anywhere in Cook

County. FDLA’s legal service can help interrupt the code of

silence that hurts us all. Big thanks to Enrique again for

organizing this as well!

Solidarity in a
Time of Crisis

Vol. 5

Know Your Rights
Webinar
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As the pandemic has affected our communities in so many ways, SWC

has made every effort to respond positively and to give our neighbors

any advantage we could provide.

Our VP Enrique Mendoza has been singlehandedly providing resources

on everything from P-EBT benefits to information on renters' rights and

where to find food assistance locally.

Our "sewing circle" of Adriana Vargas, Mayra Avila, Jess Fong and

Jaime Groth Searle kept frontliners masked up during the supply

shortage, and leaned in to provide masks to eloteros via a partnership

with Increase the Peace.

Our Freebies team of Adriana Vargas, Nicole Linarez and Yomara Mata

kept a pipeline of donations flowing to parents who were hit hard with

unemployment and a dire need for formula, diapers, wipes and other

important items.

We also served as a fiscal sponsor for our Southwest Chicago

Chamber of Commerce, so they could collect tax-deductible

donations for a small business grant opening on Aug. 1.

The entire SWC team has been on point for weekly food drives in both

Archer Heights and West Lawn, thanks to strategic alliances with

United Credit Union, Zakat Foundation, The Mecca Center and

Gourmet Gorilla, as well as regular face mask giveaways, thanks to a

grant from the Hanes Group.

Finally, we've teamed up with Southwest Chicago Homeless

Services, the Heartland Alliance and Obi's Pet Pantry to bring care

parcels to those experiencing homelessness. If you'd like to help, please

email us at info@swcollective.org and let us know where you see a

person in need—we'll do our best to get a parcel to them.

The parcels contain a list of resources for assistance, a water bottle,

soap, tissues, feminine items, body spray, a toothbrush, toothpaste and

a dish and pet food in case they have a four-legged companion. 

When COVID screwed up everyone's grad ceremonies, we jumped in

there too, offering shoutouts on our social media and a chance to show

off those senior pics, because we can't just forget to celebrate these

achievements! 

Likewise, when Pride was effectively canceled, we teamed up with

Pride South Side and took to our Facebook Live to host an important

conversation regarding the rights of those in the transgender

community. Big thanks from SWC to Enrique Mendoza and Michelle

Valdez for organizing the Pride event!

COVID Response in
Our Communities
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swcollective.org @theswcollective

Do you live in Gage Park, West Elsdon, West Lawn, Chicago

Lawn, Scottsdale, Ashburn, Archer Heights, Garfield

Ridge, Clearing, Brighton Park or Back of the Yards? Come

represent your neighborhood and amplify the voices of your

neighbors with us.

There is power in numbers, and The Southwest Collective uses

that to the advantage of southwest side residents. Our groups

work together to fight for school programs, provide resources

for parents, support small businesses and so much more. 

Come join us in making change in the Midway area.

Join Us Next Meeting
Our meetings are held on the second Saturday of each

month, from 2-3pm, at De Colores Ice Cream & Coffee at

3838 W 49th Street. 

We also livestream our meetings on Facebook at

@theswcollective, so you can still stay updated if you can't make

the meeting in person.

And yes, kids are welcome! 

Next Newsletter: October 2020

@swcollectivechi
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